Definitions
ANGLE LURCHER CHEESE-PARING AMBLE FREIGHTAGE CRUQUIS CUCURBIT HARE DIRECT CAT-HOLE ANGLE-WORM DART

Right angle, one of 90 degrees.
One who lurks or lies in wait.
I. Paring or rind of cheese.
or walk, at an easy careless gait.
Money paid for freight.
Outline design work of art.
State or Resembling a
Hurl back, go back for a fresh start.

Keep or lay quite straight.
One of two holes in the after cart!
Earthworm used by anglers for bait.
Anything that pierces or wounds like a dart.
PORTLY BATTLE-SHIP TEENS 
AEEATION 
OUICKED BLOT ANHYDRITE PREDESTINARIAN

Having a dignified hearing or mien,
warship of the largest class.
Years of one’s age from thirteen to nineteen,
act of charging with air or gas.

Cause to march in double-quick time,
blemish upon the character or reputation.
Anhydrous sulphate of lime,
one who holds the doctrine of predestination.
LUCKLESS DIRECT NEAT HUFFED FATEFUL
DIAL BELATE ENDEAVOR
ALBANY FATNESS LURCHER VILIFY

Without good luck.
Keep or lay quite straight.
bin-n. Scotch tuck.
Swell or dilate.
Fraught With fate.
Measure With a dial.
Cause to be late.
attempt or trial.

Capital of New York State.
That which makes fertile.
One who lurks or lies in wait.
Represent as vile.
Market place in ancient Rome.
Having projecting jaws.
Covered with or iull of foam.
Kind of thin sllk gauze.
as, a cat re tracts its claws.
Consisting of froth or loam.
BARB CULLING ACCORDION BLOWTORCH EXCUSE LEGIBLE

Horse of Barbary breed.

Act of picking or choosing.

Portable musical reed

Automatic blast lamp for fusing.

Act of excusing.

That may be read.
Pain: sorrow: pang.
Past tense and past participle of SHOE.
of pendrc, hang.
Kiss of peach Poe vobtscam, peace be with you.
Frame of wood for carrying the do"' [5.
ordinal of sixteen.
Liberality or breadth of view.
hence, spotlessly clean.

Act of breathing upon or into.
tinfields rob ed with green.
Demand for something supposed due.
That may be seen.
LANE DIACKEKTGSH DUE BOW

Narrow passage or road,

waterproof overcoat.

That which is owed,

trip taken in a rowboat.
LYRIFORM LONGITUDINALLY SLOUGH MUST CONJUNCTURE BURN

Having the shape of a lyre.
In a longitudinal manner or direction.
Place of deep mud or wire.
Assemble in array, as troops for duty or inspection.
Act of joining, or mode of union or connection.
Injury or hurt caused by fire.
DAMAGE FORTH BEAK COUPLET
GUAM CIRCUMFERENCE DROUGHTY BEAGLE

Any harm or loss incurred,
onward in time.
Bill v or a bird,
two lines of verse that rhyme.

Aborigines live in native dwelling-houses like out,
distance round.
Characterized by or suffering from drought,
small hunting hound.
AVERSION BURLAP BIWEEKLY CANKER DISCREDIT AMANUENSIS

disinclination.

Coarse fabric of Jute.

Biweekly publication.

Infect or pollute.

Bring into disrepute.

One who writes to dictation.
REPORT ALMOND CHEVIOT PARRY PERJURER

Present one's self.

or the tree itself.

Cloth made from the wool of Cheviot sheep.

purer L. para, prepare, in L. L.. keep

One who per-lures himself.
Javanese.

RECOVER STOCK HUFFED DAGGLE CONCRETE-MASONRY BELATE

bring back to former state.

Shares of a public debt.

Swell or dilate.

Drag or trail through mud or Wet.

above: me, met.

Cause to be late.
DISTICH IL DECREASE COVET BLAZON

from di-, twice, and stichos, row.

of concresco, grow

Act, process or state of becoming less.

have a desire to unlawfully possess.

Pompous display: show.
Rouen-ducks.

INLAND KICKED BLANCH BIGAMOUS

Remote from the sea,
show opposition.
L. of b ‘rwhiter,
involving the commission o!
Finches.

APPEASE PUNISH AFFIRM
ALABASTER
STEEL-ENGRAVING MONOCLE ANNIHILATOR BACTERIOLOGY

Allay: satisfy,

cause loss or pain to for a fault or crime.

Confirm or ratify,

i. Semi-transparent parent kind of gypsum or sulphate of lime.

Art of engraving on steel plates,

glass for one eye.

One who or that which annihilates,

multiplies by.
DOWN SENSIBLE EXPORTABLE REPORT EB BLINDNESS

Downcast; dejected,

easily affected.

That can or may be exported,

that which is reported.

Strong southwest wind,

state of being blind.
Any similar skin.
Free from pain.
having a long sharp dorsal fin.
Derangcrl: insane.
Small, light rain.
Drive air upon or Into.
deform: mar: stain.
Kind of mutton stew.

Stretch or strain.
Cruiser Brooklyn, U.
That which is vain.
Tube used for blowing missiles through.
being in a right line.

Capable of being annihilated.

Keg or small barrel for wine.

That which is given or donated.

That may or can be extricated.

increase and decline.
BLINK PASSED REEVE
BROADBRIM
LUCIFER-MATCH INOPERATIVE TAGGED BLEMISH

Peer with the eyes halt shut,
come to an end.
Female of the rut!
quaker or Friend.

Friction match,
producing no effect.
Join or attach,
mark of defect.
scientific investigator.
One of the two segments of a bisected line.
Decide as arbitrator.
Opening of shalt at top of mine.
I. Upwards on an incline.
Utter a sharp bark.
Keg or small barrel for wine.
Grow black or dark.

respond to by signal or sign.
Small flame or fiery spark.
State or quality of being benign.
from L. cortex, hark.
FLOUR GIBBET ACCENT CONNIVE SANITY

Finely ground meal of grain.

Projecting beam of a crane.

Strain which occurs at regular intervals of time.

Wink at, or intentionally overlook, a Wrong or crime.

State of being sane.
Rounded off, as the apex of a spiral shell.
Discharge matter, as a sure.
as to Hal one God speed, or bid one farewell.
Make sure or secure.
Heap of dung or manure.
that may be made to agree.
Able to last or endure.
Kind of large, rich pea.

Consisting of tour.
Act of diminishing or state of being diminished.
One who or that which purifies or makes pure.
Name popularly ap.
SPAN CLUCK GAMMON FROCK MALL DENIABLE

Pair of matched horses harnessed side by side.
Call With a Clock.
Lee: or thigh of a hog pickled and smoked or dried.
Furnish with a frock.
Level shaded Walk.
Capable of being denied.
SPORT BLADDER AVERT QUACK STAYED ENTER

gambler. iMoke sport of, deride.

Any similar sac.

Turn from or aside.

Practice as a quack.

Cause to veer or change tack.

Pass in or inside.
FINNY EFFLUENT CANOE SWEEPSTAKES
BRICKYARD SPINNER

Furnished with fins.
Stream that flows out of another stream or lake.
or of bark or skins.
A winning at all the money at stake.
Enclosure or place Where bricks are make.
One who or that which spins.
DEPRECIATE DOUBLOON LOUSY SLEUTH

Bring down the price o1,
to twice the degree or extent.
Infested with lice,
track of man or beast as known by the scent.
BIB ENDOCHROME
FOUNT BREED
KNOT AMBULATION

Cloth put under an infant’s chin to keep the dress clean, the coloring matter of plants other than green.

Source of anything, produce offspring.

Part of a tree where a branch shoots out, moving or walking about.
BALMORAL SAT
BOURGES UHLAN
FOOLISH CRUCIFER

Kind or gailystriped woolen g’ods, or a skirt made from it, past tense and past participle of SIT.

Ancient town in france,
in carrying a lance.

Wanting discretion,
crossbearer In a procession.
SERVED BREWAGE COGNITIVE COMPETITIVE CHEW

supply with food.
That which is brewed.
Capable of, or pertaining to, cognition.
Pertaining to or characterized by competition.
That which is chewed.
VENERATION SEXTO-DECIMO CHoke
ASCENT
BATTING DYSAEMIA CUCURBIT OFFSET

State of being venerated,
written 16mm IL.
Become strangled or suffocated,
high place, hill.

Wielding of a bat at play,
vitiated condition of the blood.
State or resembling a
young shoot or bud.
KINKED CRANK BLINKARD HONOR

Twist into a kink or kinks,
lever or arm on a shaft.
One who or that which blinks,
accept and pay when due, as a draft.
GAPPED AWELESS
RECLAIM LOUSY
DOCKET KNOW-ALL

Cut into teeth like those of a saw,
not calculated to inspire with awe.

Or from error or vice,
infested with lice.

Bill or ticket affixed to anything,
one who thinks he knows everything.
intended to produce some
by help of the mechanical po
as a steam-engine, fire-eng
as-gas-engine. 2. Anything
to effect a purpose; instru
men; tool. [Fr. engin; from
L. ingenium, skill.]}

ENGINEER (en-jér’), n. 1.
Engine-driver or manager.
2. Mil. One who directs
military works. 3. Mana-
ger.—Agricultural engineer,
one who superintends the re-
claiming of arid or swamp l
rural purposes.—Civil eng
superintends the construc-
tion}

ENGINEER (en-jér’), v. [pr
ING; pt. and p.p. ENGI-
ERED.]
I. et. 1. Superintend or con
2. Manage or carry through,
engineer. II. et. Act as an

ANGLICISM

FBILIED ALBANY

ASCENT

MYTHOGRAPHY RADIATOR GBATE MAGISTRACY

English notion, custom, or trait,

form into a frill.

Capital of new york state,

high place, hill.

Descriptive mythology,

that which radiates.

Chrazznscratch] grass house in hawaii,

body of magistrates.
TRANSPORT AWEATHER BUB GAMMON

Conveyance of troops and their necessaries by land or sea, to the weather side, as opposed to the lee side.
One who takes the place of an absentee, lee: or thigh of a hog pickled and smoked or dried.
REGULATION INCORRUPTIBLE TOSS HOAR ASCKIBABLE

Rule or order prescribed.
That cannot be bribed.
Act of tossing or state of being tossed.
White or grayish-white, especially with age or frost.
That may be ascribed.
BUCED CRIED
BLANKET ETHNOLOGY
PIERCE AZURE

Soak or wash in lye,
past tense of CRY.

Broad wrapping or covering of any kind,
science which accounts for racial diversities of mankind.

Forcca way into,
of a deep blue.
discomffl: overthrow.
Fitness of time or place.
Dirigihlc torpedo.
onward in time or space.
I. m. Interlace.
cut, stamp or die.
Imitation of antique lace.
multiplies by.

basis, stepping, base.
from cedpian, buy.
Pollute;debase.
v. Past tense of FLY.
LONG SPARK BULL AMPLIFICATORY
GILD RESURRECTION PLACENTAL CIEUMB

Through the whole,
form sparks by disruptive discharge.
S. mun 1.. mole mole,
serving to amplify or enlarge.

Give a splendid, deceptive appearance to,
bising again from the dead.
Of or pertaining to the placenta,
small bit of bread.
Glowworm.

JET AIR-LINE
FLEW CRIED
DEPLORE BLADE

Spout or shoot out,
direct railroad route.

V. past tense of fly,
past tense of CRY.

Feel or express deep grief for,
flat part of an oar.
MISLEAD BABA SLAVE CREDITABLE BAKE

cause to mistake.

Fruit paste cake.

one of Slavonic race captured and made a bondman by the.

Bringing credit or honor: praiseworthy.

One who Art or Hake
Kurd.

RECCB BBIM INCLINABLE FATTY

Return to the mind,
projecting rim around a hollow, as in a hat.
That may be inclined,
containing fat or having the qualities of fat.
Short, guttm'al sound, as of a pig.
bring to perfection.
Small, light vessel or brig.
Cuntamination or infection.
Frivolous objection.
Fine, soft hair.
In tinopposite direction.
done with care.

Full of affection.
having the feet bare.
Frozen confection o!
Lip split like a hare's.
EXPERIMENT NORTHWESTER CEREMONY
INTENSIFIER COUCH

practical test.
Gale from the northwest.
Outward form, religious or otherwise.
One who or that which intensifies.
Lie down for rest.
One who derides,

one who or that which glides.

Musical instrument with five strings,

that which is constituted of two things.

Capital of new york state,

or walk, at an easy careless gait.
Capable of Act o!

summary: abstract.

Make to move with a quick, light motion at high speed.

Ball of minced meat, chicken, etc., seasoned and fried.

Having power to attract.
BROOD CHAIN BUDDINESS REMUS
JUMPED SEEDILY TIT-TAT-TO BREEDER

Be engrossed in thought or study
measure with a surveyor’s chain.
Quality or state of being ruddy,
twin-brother of Romulus, by whom he was slain.

Leap over or across,
one who deals in seeds.
Child’s game: criss-cross,
that which breeds.
Leather-covered frame on the front of a carriage, to keep at!

Influence of a charm on the eyes.

in c Having the One who or that [o.

Practice or employment of spies.

Repair by fresh supplies.

Quality or state of being pat
PREADMONITION PERIOD ADORNMENT
RORQUAL
GOATEE ELEGY

Previous warning.
pert, around, and bodes, SYN.
Act of adorning.
having a long sharp dorsal fin.
Pointed beard on the chin.
Poem of mourning.
PRECLUDE AMEND THE UBGIO BINNED

Hinder by anticipation,

from e, out of, and mendc, fault} SYN.

Tllem'gic hymns, songs of incantation,

place or store in a bin.
Pretend Brunswick
Effit blade
Thougetless burst

Put in a claim,
capital of same.

Be fit or suitable for,
flat part of an oar.

Without thought or care,
past tense of DARE.
Seize by the throat.
coarse kind of Asiatic Rap
Large flat boat.
Phrygian conical cap.
e, w. Spark gap.
One who solicits votes.
Beat or bind with a strap.
One who promotes.

Small dog fondled in the lap.
Unite or bind, as notes.
Thick coarse woolen cloth with a thick nap.
Meal made of oats.
Multiply by itself.
Principal mast.
One who per-lures himself.
Stand in contrast.
In time already passed.
ekstosis, derangement, being heside oneself.
Case for a broken limb.
Replication to a plea.
Wednesday is called after him.
Quality or New. wvw mi
Gigantic tree, the Adasonia digitata called also monkey-bread tree.
Emit or send out as vapor: evaporate.
Armor for the leg below the knee.
State or quality or being coordinate.

Name popularly ap.
Act or process of becoming degenerate.
probably from Mt.
State or quality of being adequate.
GAMEKEEPER PROMPT LAMENESS GOATEE HURDY-GURDY SIERRA HUSTLER RECEPTION JUNIPER DETERMINATION ADAPT DERISIVE

One who has the care of game.
bring forward] SYN.
Quality or state of being lame.
Pointed beard on the chin.
like a rude violin.
In sight, within the range of vision.
Stableman at an inn.
Text established by critical revision.

Berries [11 making gin.
Settlement by 2» Judicial decision.
Make apt or In.
Containing or expressing derision.
Cedar.

ICEBERG CLOG LOUSY RILED FOALED
BUNDLE EVOLUTE DEAFEN
ANTARCTIC DOWLE VOLUTED HEATH

Huge mass of floating ice.
Shoe with a wooden sole.
Infested with lice.
Make cross or angry: roll.
Bring forth, as a foal.
Number of things bound together.
oi evolve, unroll.
Make deaf: partly or altogether.

Ocean around the South Pole.
Filament of a feather.
Having a volute or spiral scroll.
Land that produces only heather.
CONGENIAL CONDITION STANDEAST COMPENDIUDI

Naturally adapted or suited,

term of a, contract.

That which stands firm, or is strongly fixed or rooted,

summary: abstract.
HADES STUD TOMATO WEPT ROSARY
HEBDOMADAL HAIR-PENCIL CORNFIELD
COTQUEAN SURVEYING DICHTOMOUS APPOBATIVENESS

Consisting of or containing blood.
Collection of breeding horses and mares.
Ready to pollinate, partly opened bud.
Shed or let fall drop by drop, as tears.
String of heads on which Roman Catholics count their prayers.
I. Occurring every seven days.
Artist’s brush made of a few fine hairs.
Field of Indian corn or maize.

Man who busies himself with women’s affairs.
act of making a survey or surveys.
Consisting of a pair or pairs.
Faculty that is seat of desire of praise.
BLOODROOT GUT RAPPEE AGAMEMNON
ENJOY LAP-DOG

Plant guinario having a red root and red sap.
Take out the bowels oi.
coarse kind of Asiatic Rap‘
Leader or Greeks against Troy.
Possess or use with joy.
Small dog fondled in the lap.
of sacre, consecrate L. saver, sacred, holyd SYN.
To a former place, state or condition.
Pat or tap gently, especially under the chin.
Verb expressing this repetition.
That may be put in opposition.
During the night.
Act of presenting a petition.
Not gay or bright.

Characterized by ambition.
Bring 101 Ward by way of proof, cite.
Having no water in composition.
is at its height.
ALTEEABLE MERITDRIOUS EXCHANGEABLE CORNFIELD

Ing altered or changed,
deserving or reward, honor, or praise.
That may or can be exchanged,
field of Indian corn or maize.
Violating the ethics of a profession,

one who or that which propels.

I. ct. make more copious in expression,

place for bell or bells.

Greatly pleased: overjoyed,

containing or expressing derision.

Act of making null or void,

i. ct. Strike as in a collision.
Pile of sheaves of grain,
as eminent domain.

Kind of bacterium that appears in chain form,
strong wind between a still breeze and a storm.

Engross the whole oi,
possess or use with joy.
GAMEKEEPER PARTHENOGENESIS LAMENESS GALIOT DRAM INQUIETUDE SOLVEB BIWEEKLY

One who has the care of game,
generation by means of unfertilized eggs, seeds, or spores.
Quality or state of being lame,
small swift galley or brigantine propelled by both sails and oars.

Unit of weight: in apothecaries’ weight, sixty grains,
make an investigation.
One who or that which solves or explains,
biweekly publication.
SHAGREEN FRUCTIFICATION HUSTLER HORSE-POWER

And camel skin,
act of fructifying, or producing fruit.
Stableman at an inn,
one foot per minute.
What one has I Just claim to.
be found here and there.
Bow or paddle a canoe.
done with care.
Past tense of DARE.
Become divided lengthwise.
new-vus root of SNARE.
One who or that which amplifies.

Mislead or cause to err.
That which clarifies.
produced by air.
Compute: analyze.
AUDACIOCS OVERRAT ETCHED LINEMAN

With contempt of law,

eat to excess or more than one requires.

Sketch or draw,

man who strings telegraph or telephone wires.
Heel L. libella, dim.

Number of things used together.

Full to the brim.

Filament of a feather.

Land that produces only heather.

Thin: slender: slim.
Pertaining to trade or merchandise.
Act of dictating.
One who or that which intensifies.
Act of pulsating.
Act of annulling or abrogating.
Make the sound as of a dove.
Act of impersonating.
act of carrying of!

Act of circulating.
the Internally starshaped fruit thereof.
I. Intoxicating.
Over and above.
PLEADER DECREDIENT SWEDISH LEASED CORNET EXCESS

One who pleads.
Quantity lost by decrease.
Language of the Swedes.
Take or hold under a lease.
Brass treble wind-instrument, with a cup mouthpiece.
That which exceeds.
Driven or dragged on a beach.
sorrow for sin.
Bear down with stem looks or speech.
Pointed beard on the chin.
like a rude violin.
Cloth worn round the breech.
MEALY REALITY OBLIQUELY ELECTOR BANG

besprinkled as with meal.
That which is real.
In an oblique manner or direction.
One who has a vote at an election.
court bench, or seal.
Capable of being deposed,
be favorably disposed.

Extent of a conception,
art of flattery and deception.

One who fosters or promotes,
one who drives close bargains or shaves notes.
Extending lengthwise,
catch or attempt to catch fish in.
Time from sunset to sunrise,
sound with, or as with, a din.

Which is utilized in starting and propelling it,
the righteousness that underlies the law.
One who handles the bat in a game of ball or cricket,
not calculated to inspire with awe.
TEAM ARGENTINE CHANGE CROSS-GRAINED CEAFED

Small car running on rails.

Fish with silvery scales.

Alteration or variation of any kind.

Having the grain or ʻlbers crossed or intertwined.

from L. calefaceo, from sales.
Hottentot village or hut.

Female of the rut!

Any other small aperture, as the touch-hole of a gun.

Self-winding, mechanical top that returns to the hand when spun.

from kopzo, cut.
TURBAN UBAL ANOSMIA ATE

Whole whorl of a shell,

highest peak 5,540 feet.

Detective sense of smell,

past tense of EAT.
Shrouds.

DERIVATIVE SCOPICAL CONTRIVABLE DISCONNECTER CESSPOOL BESUSCITATE

That which is derived.
Able to discern very small objects.
Possible to he contrived.
One who or that which disconnects.
Pool or hollow in which filthy water collects.
become revived.
Go, fflow, or come out,

very light cake.

Direct railroad route,

one who Art or Hake
PARDON UNDERSTAND SPRINGFIELD SPICK ROBED MONOLITH DIGNITY CONIC APPARENT BASS-DRUM BLUNT DICE-BOX

remit the penalty oi.
Suppose to mean.
City, capital or Illinois.
hence, spotlessly clean.
tinfields robed with green.
Pillar, or column, made of a single stone.
Stateiiness of mien.
Relating to or having the form of a cone.

That may be seen.
Drum of largest size with deep low tone.
the reverse of keen.
Box or cylindrical case out of Which dice are thrown.
ISSUE LEGITIMACY AIR-LINE JACKSTRAW AWELESS AMBIENT

Going or sending out.
The state of being according to law.
Direct railroad route.
Effigy of a man, made of straw.
not calculated to inspire with awe.
circling about.
Task Candlemas
Divide accurate
Redundant agreeable

Impose a task on,
so called tron!

Cause to vote by “siding air.”
done with care.

Tending or serving to remind,
favorably inclined.
PUDDING UNDBESS HUBBLE BOOT STAR-APPLE BEGRIME

used, for dessert.
Take off the clothes or dressing of.
as, hobble skirt.
To boot, over and above.
the Internally starshaped fruit thereof.
Soil with soot or dirt.
Stir from a state of rest or tranquillity,
one who uses both hands with equal facility.

Graduated measure,
done or made at pleasure.

Sloping or tilted position,
gross fraud or imposition.
Region of the air.
Distance between places.
Earnest prayer.
One who or that which erases.
arranger of bets at races.
In an insupportable manner or degree.
Pem jury, Jury to try cases.
Force with which a thread or wire tends to re.

Brilliant with 58 faces.
Act of mixing or state of being mi xi.
Showing two laces.
One who takes the place of an absentee.
BELTING BOWIE-KNIFE
TELPHEEWAY DUE
OBTAIN COOER

Material of which belts are made,
heavy sheath knife, with long blade.

Telpher line or road,
that which is owed.

Continue in use,
one who or that which coos.
Step in any scale of gradation,

house of correction.

Biweekly publication,

go through inspection.

Of the nature of an exhortation,

wanting in veneration for God or the church.

So as to admit of revocation,

recerce, diligent search recercher, Search diligently re-, again, and cercher, Search.
of identification.
Reptile with legs and
Tllem'gic hymns, songs of Incantation.
Formal or solemn command.
quantity or land.
Pertaining to, or suitable for, both eyes.
first mentioned.
One who or that which aids or supplies.

State of being abandoned.
of requies, from the L. words Requiem wternam dorm eis.
Small surface, as or diamond.
Any substance, as alum, used to give permanency or brilliancy to dyes.
Women’s apartment among the,
i wrote to him on the 20:1. uh.

Cause to have a sloping direction,
confused crowd or collection.

Trailing plant which ripens its fruit,
infect or pollute.
Come into antagonism,
adjunct of a fact.
One who is subject to hypnotism,
summary: abstract.

Attentive consideration,
refusing or neglecting to obey.
Tllem'gic hymns, songs of incantation,
oblong or square piece of burned clay.
M. q uality of being affected,
specialization.

Qual ity or state of being neglected,
biweekly publication.

Act of drawing blood,
in an unimportant manner or degree.
Splashes of mud,
instrument for measuring depths of the sea.
ADOBE ARTIFICE
INTELLECTIVE MERIDIONAL
TERRITORIALLY ILLUMINATIVE

Sun dried brick,
crafty device: trick.
Pertaining to the intellect,
having a southern aspect.

In regard to territory,
illustrative or explanatory.
TURTLE EXPRESSAGE
PRAYERFUL ACCURATE
REMIT ANNUAL

Curved frame for holding stereotype form for cylinder press, charge for carrying or sending by express.

Given to prayer,
done with care.

Become less severe,
occuring every year.
occupatio is making shoes.

phillos, loving and stews.

Articles required by actors in a play.

Swoop down on the wing, as a bird of prey.

Among the Jews.
tured, as of a tile.

That which makes fertile.

Having the brutish instincts of a M beast.

Brisk wind or gale blowing from the northeast.

Grate with a coarse file.
In addition to.
deadly: disintegrating.
Joined with or as with glue.
Act of impregnating.
Act of infiltrating.
convert from spiritual to common use.
Act of dictating.
Short, broad, spoonshaped oar, used for moving canoes.

Act of frustrating.
Quality or state of being obtuse.
Act of pulsating.
One who or that which chases, or pursues.
PENTAHEDRAL TAGGED DECIDER BLOOM
PROVIDED SWINEHEHD FLYING-FOX BANK-HEAD

Having five equal sides,
touch, as in the game oi tag.
One who or that which decides,
mass of puddled iron freed of dross or slag.

On condition that,
herder or keeper oi swine.
H. large trugivorous bat,
opening of shalt at top of mine.
Formosan.

TWENTY LATEEN
MUTINY DISGORGE
MABANON SLEETY

Nineteen and one,
latine L. Latinus, Latin] M

Seditionzrebellion;revolution,
make restitution.

The peduncle is pleasant to eat,
inclined to sleet.
TWINKLING MALL RYEGRASS BOP CHAT
ARTICULATENESS BLOW CLEAN
CHALKED EXHALE CIIOKER UNREADY

Time required for one wink of the eye.
Level shaded Walk.
Variety of grass like rye cultor paSture and Rye.
Plant with a long twining stalk.
Familiar easy talk.
Quality of being articulate.
Severe stroke or knock.
Free from anything likely to contaminate.

Mark or write with chalk.
Emit or send out as vapor: evaporate.
Old style stiffened cravat or stock.
Not quick to see or appreciate.
produce a sound.
Lottery ticket which draws no prize.
Small hunting hound.
Practice or employment of spies.
Addicted to telling lies.
with regard or esteem.
Mixture of suet, chopped meat, etc., for making pies.
favorite pursuit or theme.

take origin or arise.
As if heard In a dream.
Freedom from prejudice or disguise.
Tremulous light or gleam.
FERVENCY HUMERUS AFFECTED CRAMPFISH

Warmth of devotion,
arm from the shoulder to the elbow.
Touched with emotion,
electric ray or torpedo.